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The article is devoted to the applied research of the dependence of the 
influence of the transfer function quantized coefficients of a digital bandpass 
filters with frequency sampling on its attenuation characteristic. It is shown 
that only the coefficients, which depend on the frequency, when quantized, 
significantly distort the shape of the attenuation characteristic. Such 
coefficients in the article are called frequency coefficients. The magnitudes 
of the deviations of the quantized frequency coefficients from the calculated 
values at different values of the bit depth are analyzed. The attenuation 
characteristics of the digital comb of bandpass filters based on frequency 
sampling with calculated and quantized coefficients are analyzed. Practical 
recommendations are offered to minimize the influence of frequency 
coefficients quantization errors at the stage of solving the task of 
approximation of digital bandpass filters with frequency sampling. The result 
will be an optimal choice of the minimum number bit of the processors or 
programmable logic integrated circuits (FPGA), to be used for the 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
The study of applied implementation issues of multiband digital filtering systems, which have high 
computational efficiency, is of particular interest. It is advisable to implement such filter systems based on 
the Lagrange polynomial interpolation formula and, as a special case of their implementation, by the 
frequency sampling (FS) method.  
Narrow-band filtering systems for broadband signals based on frequency sampling filters have high 
computational efficiency (minimum amount of calculations), guaranteed stability and linearity of phase-
frequency characteristics [1]. If necessary, they can be easily rebuilt, both in software and in hardware. 
Frequency sampling filters (FSF) are effective FIR filters for implementing digital comb of bandpass filters 
(DCBF). With the help of FSF it is possible to process only a specified part of the operating frequency range. 
The “sliding” or “gating” mode of the analyzed frequency “windows” is easily realized. Filter systems based 
on FS can be useful in designing digital devices for spectral analysis, processing voice signals, quadrature 
phase shift keying and process control systems. 
Developing an approximation technique, that is, finding a transfer function, when designing digital 
filters is a complicated scientific task. Research on the solution of the problem of filter approximation based 
on frequency sampling began in the 1970s [2, 3], was conducted in the 1990s and is ongoing to this day [4-
8]. These are just some of the dozens of published works. The analysis of the mentioned works shows that at 
present there is no detailed elaborated and generally accepted method of solving the problem of 
approximation of digital filters by the method of frequency sampling. Successful synthesis of digital filters is 
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not possible without a thorough study of the influence of the quantization of the transfer function coefficients 
on the frequency characteristics. The quantization effect is due to the use at the stage of implementation of 
devices with finite bit. Practical implementation of digital filters is carried out either by digital signal 
processors (DSP), or by programmable logic integrated circuits (FPGA, Field Field-Programmable Gate 
Array). At the same time, the coefficients of the filter calculated at the approximation step are quantized, i.e. 
their bit depth is limited. The choice of devices on which implementation is carried out, with high bit depth, 
leads to unnecessary hardware and cost and is not always possible. At present, much attention is paid to the 
development of new methods and approaches that reduce the hardware resources of FIR filters and increase 
the efficiency of hardware implementation on FPGAs [9-11]. 
The main difficulty that arises at the stage of implementation of filters with frequency sampling is 
the difference of coordinates of zeroes and poles (singular points) on the z-plane due to the quantization of 
the coefficients of the transfer function. The problem of finite bit depth and its associated negative effects is 
addressed in most fundamental work on digital signal processing, for example [12, 13]. One recent work [14] 
also addresses the issue of the coefficients' sensitivity and its minimization. In the mentioned works, the 
problem of limiting the bit depth is considered in general terms using the signal-to-noise ratio. The 
quantization effect of the transfer function coefficients and the input signal is considered as a noise source 
and the allowable signal-to-noise ratio is analyzed depending on the limitation of the bit depth and the filter 
order. Examples of determining the minimum allowable bit for some common types of digital filters with 
other transfer functions. However, the frequency dependence of quantization effects has not been analyzed. 
Circuit implementations with minimal quantization sensitivity and better signal-to-noise ratio are offered. For 
digital sampling of bandpass filters with frequency sampling, the problem of quantization has not been 
addressed. This determined the theme of this work. The research of the sensitivity of quantized coefficients is 
an urgent problem from a scientific and practical point of view. The article is aimed at research and 




2. PROPOSED RESEARCH METHOD / ALGORITHM 
Frequency sampling filter is a composite filter. It consists of a cascade-switched comb filter and 
parallel-connected digital resonators (a bank of resonators with real coefficients). 
The modified transfer function of FSF has such a form [1]: 
 
𝐻(𝑧) = (1 − 𝑡 × 𝑧−𝑚) ×
1
𝑚






  𝑘 ,                             (1) 
 
where:   z-1 = e-jx ; 
x  – normalized digital frequency (rad); 
 x = w×T = 2×π×f / fd ; 
 x∈ [0…𝜋] ; 
 fd  – sampling frequency; 
𝑚 – filter order; 




𝑏1𝑘 – resonator frequency coefficients that determine the resonance frequencies of digital resonators; 




 – normalization coefficient; 
 𝑡 –  coefficient of the comb filter that is introduced to prevent the "multiplying by zero" state; 
 𝑏2 – phase coefficient, affects the linearity of the phase-frequency characteristic, which is introduced 
                    to ensure the stability of the filter and eliminate the state of "division into zero"; 
𝑏2 = 1 − 2
−𝑑𝑑; 
 𝑑𝑑 - the number of digits to express the fractional part of the coefficients; 
 𝑡 = 𝑟+𝑚. 
 
The modified transfer function (1) differs from the previously considered transfer functions of FSF 
by the introduction of a second order comb filter link (1 − 𝑧−2). Such a modification of the transfer function 
leads to frequency independence of the weighting coefficients 𝐴𝑘 due to the compensation of the constant 
nonlinear component. In this case 𝐴𝑘 = (−1)
𝑘 × |𝐻(𝑖𝑥𝑘)|, so the weight factors is equal to the amplitude-
frequency characteristic (AFC) value in the interpolation node. When solving the approximation problem, 
the values of the coefficients  𝐴𝑘 for the passband are chosen to be one. This greatly simplifies the task of 
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implementation and the negative quantization effects of such coefficients are not apparent. The disadvantage 
here is the greater importance of the passband ripple. If the filters have sufficiently high requirements for the 
guaranteed damping in the stopband, then the so-called transition coefficients𝐴𝑘  [1], which are determined 
by the frequency response in the transition band and not equal to one, should be introduced into the transfer 
function. The task of determining the values of these coefficients is central to solving the problem of FSF 
approximation. [1] provides tables with values of the transition coefficients for low pass filters. The number 
of transition coefficients can be from 1 to 3. The numerical values of the transition coefficients are less than 
one and are calculated to within eight decimal places. This means that the accuracy of their implementation 
must be high and it is necessary to determine the influence of the quantization of the transition coefficients 
on the attenuation characteristic. 
Practical experience in designing FSF demonstrates that the frequency coefficients of the resonator  
𝑏1𝑘  have the highest sensitivity in the transfer function (1). They are defined as the roots of a second order 
equation [13]: 
The frequency coefficients 𝑏1𝑘 of the resonators are defined as the roots of the second-order 
equation according to formula (1): 
 
𝑏1𝑘 = −2𝑟 cos( 𝑥𝑘),                                                                                      (2) 
 
where:    𝑥𝑘 – normalized digital frequency of interpolation nodes in the operating frequency range; 




 𝑘 – interpolation node number; 




 r - pole distance; 
 𝑟 = √𝑏2; 
 𝑏1𝑘 ∈ ]−2… 2[, because  𝑟 < 1. 
 
The quantization errors of the frequency coefficients  𝑏1𝑘 affect the coincidence accuracy of zeroes 
coordinates of the comb filter and the poles of the digital resonator on the z - plane. When quantizing the 
frequency coefficients, the position of the pole frequencies shifts; as a result, the pole does not occur at the 
singular point of full zero compensation. As a result, there are local outliers of the attenuation characteristics 
(AC) in the frequency range of the interpolation nodes. AC is defined as  
 
𝑎(𝑥) =  −20 × lg (|𝐻(𝑧)|) [dB].                                                                                  (3) 
 
The following algorithm is suggested: 
1. To analyze the influence of quantization of the transition coefficients 𝐴𝑘  on the attenuation characteristics 
of bandpass filters based on frequency sampling at different bit depth 𝑑𝑑. 
2. To analyze the magnitude of the quantized frequency coefficients deviation from the calculated frequency 
coefficients of the FSF at different bit depth - 𝑑𝑑. Display the results of calculations on the graph. 
3. To analyze the attenuation characteristic of a DCBF based on a frequency sample with calculated and 
quantized coefficients. 
4. To analyze the filter attenuation characteristic on the FSF with quantized frequency coefficients with unit 
values of weight coefficients over the entire interval of the operating range of the normalized digital 
frequencies: [0, 𝜋]. 
 
3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
3.1. Analysis of the influence of quantization of the transition coefficients 𝑨𝒌  on the attenuation 
characteristic  
We will study using the transfer function of the form (1) for the order m = 118, the values of the 
weighting coefficients A24 = A25 = …… = A34 = 1 and the transition coefficients A23 = A35 = 0.385346. These 
coefficients provide a bandwidth in the normalized frequencies from 1.325 to 1.764 and a delay band to 
1.224 and from 1.863. The attenuation curve is shown in Fig. 1. The graphs show that the stopband 
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  a, dB      
 
Normalized digital frequency x 
Figure 1. Frequency sampling filter attenuation characteristic in the range 
normalized frequencies from 0 to π 
 
 
Table 1 shows the parameters of the attenuation characteristic with calculated and quantized 
transition coefficients. 
 
Table 1. Results of the attenuation characteristic analysis of the bandpass filter based on frequency sampling 
with calculated and quantized transition coefficients 
Bit limits А23 = А35 ag,dB Δа, dB 
None 0,385814 41,1 0,65 
d = 16 0,385772 41,1 0,65 
d = 8 0,375 42,1 0,75 
 
The analysis of the results shows that when the bit depth is limited to eight, there is a slight increase 
in attenuation in the stopbands and in the passband. That is, the quantization of the transition coefficients 
does not significantly affect the attenuation characteristic. The passband ripple varies within 0.1dB and the 
stopband attenuation is within 1dB. It does not matter for practical implementation. 
 
 
3.2. Analysis of the values of the quantized frequency coefficients deviation from the calculated 
frequency coefficients of the frequency sampling filters at different bit depth – 𝐝𝐝 
We will analyze the deviations of the quantized frequency coefficients from the calculated 
frequency coefficients at different width - 𝑑𝑑: 
 
|∆𝑏1𝑘  | = |𝑑𝑏1𝑘| − |𝑏1𝑘|, 
 
where: 𝑏1𝑘 - the calculated value of the frequency coefficient in accordance with (2); 
 𝑑𝑏1𝑘 - quantized value of the frequency coefficient; 
 |∆𝑏1𝑘  | - the absolute value of the deviation of the quantized coefficient from the calculated. 
The calculation of quantized frequency coefficients - 𝑑𝑏1𝑘 was performed by the rounding method 
at frequencies of zeroes in the range of normalized digital frequencies - [0, π]. The number of interpolation 
nodes - k and the frequency of their location - 𝑥𝑘  depends on the order of the comb filter - m. 
Fig. 2 shows the results of calculating the absolute values of the  quantized frequency coefficients 
deviation from the calculated ones - |∆𝑏1𝑘  | in the form of a graph of functional dependence - |∆𝑏1𝑘(𝑥𝑘)|.  
The order of the comb filter is m = 120 and the bit depth - 𝑑𝑑  = 12 (Fig. 2, curve 1), 𝑑𝑑 = 18 (Fig. 2, 
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Figure 2. The magnitude of the modulus of quantized frequency coefficients deviation from the 
calculated interpolation nodes (Curve 1: m = 120, 𝑑𝑑= 12; curve 2: m = 120, 𝑑𝑑= 18) 
 
For 𝑑𝑑= 12, one quantized level corresponds to 2
−12 ≈ 2.441 ∙ 10−4, and for 𝑑𝑑=  18, one quantized 
level corresponds to 2−18 ≈ 3.815 ∙ 10−6. 
Analysis of the functional dependence |∆𝑏1𝑘(𝑥𝑘)| for different values of bit depth  𝑑𝑑 - shows that it 
is equal to zero at the frequency 𝜋 2⁄   (for 𝑚 4⁄  even) and does not have a explicit nonlinearity in the entire 
frequency range from 0 to π. Graph |∆𝑏1𝑘(𝑥𝑘)| is mirror-symmetric about the frequency  𝜋 2⁄ . 
 
3.3. Analysis of the attenuation characteristics of a digital comb of bandpass frequency sampling 
filters with calculated and quantized coefficients 
Consider the transfer function of DCBF based on FS. To save space in the text of the article we will 
limit ourselves to six comb outlets, which is enough for the analysis of the AC. 
The transfer function of the DCBF on the basis of the FS on six outputs is: 
 


























































                                    (4) 
 
where:    l = 1…6; m = 120; 𝑑𝑑=12; 
   l - number of DCBF outputs based on frequency sampling. 
The weights are calculated by interpolation and optimized by the Chebyshev (minimax) proximity 
criterion. The values of the weighting coefficients for the outputs l = 1 ... 6 in the groups k1, k2, k3, k4, k5, k6  
(ten values each) are identical with each other (Table 2). The coefficients  𝑏2, 𝑏1𝑘, 𝑡 are calculated in 
accordance with (2). 
 
Table 2. Table of weights of the DCBF with frequency sampling to six outputs in accordance with the 













The weight factor 
value 
𝐴5 1 = 𝐴13 2 = 𝐴21 3 = 𝐴29 4 = 𝐴37 5 = 𝐴45 6 = 0.3087219 
𝐴6 1 = 𝐴14 2 = 𝐴22 3 = 𝐴30 4 = 𝐴38 5 = 𝐴46 6 = 0.9518338 
𝐴7 1 = 𝐴15 2 = 𝐴23 3 = 𝐴31 4 = 𝐴39 5 = 𝐴47 6 = 0.9965412 
𝐴8 1 = 𝐴16 2 = 𝐴24 3 = 𝐴32 4 = 𝐴40 5 = 𝐴48 6 = 1.0146074 
𝐴9 1 = 𝐴17 2 = 𝐴25 3 = 𝐴33 4 = 𝐴41 5 = 𝐴49 6 = 1.0050653 
𝐴10 1 = 𝐴18 2 = 𝐴26 3 = 𝐴34 4 = 𝐴42 5 = 𝐴50 6 = 0.9991189 
𝐴11 1 = 𝐴19 2 = 𝐴27 3 = 𝐴35 4 = 𝐴43 5 = 𝐴51 6 = 1.0202318 
𝐴12 1 = 𝐴20 2 = 𝐴28 3 = 𝐴36 4 = 𝐴44 5 = 𝐴52 6 = 0.9909259 
𝐴13 1 = 𝐴21 2 = 𝐴29 3 = 𝐴37 4 = 𝐴45 5 = 𝐴53 6 = 0.9670579 
𝐴14 1 = 𝐴22 2 = 𝐴30 3 = 𝐴38 4 = 𝐴46 5 = 𝐴54 6 = 0.3258511 
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The attenuation characteristic (AC) of the DCBF in accordance with the transfer function (4), the 
calculated coefficients are 𝑡, 1 𝑚, 𝑏1𝑘 , 𝑏2 ⁄ and the weighting factors are 𝐴𝑘 in accordance with Table. 2 is 
shown in Fig.3. 
 
  a, dB 
 
Figure 3. Attenuation characteristic of DCBF with calculated coefficients 
 
Then the transfer function (4) coefficients were quantized by the rounding method. Distortions arose 
in bandwidths. For a detailed review of bandwidths in Fig. 4 shows AC according to the transfer function (4) 
and quantized coefficients. For ease of consideration, AC is depicted on a larger scale. 
Research of the influence of transfer function (4) coefficients on the distortions of the AC showed 
that the outliers in Fig. 4 arise when quantizing the frequency coefficients -  𝑏1𝑘. In this case, quantization 
was performed with the restriction of the discharge grid 𝑑𝑑= 12. 
For identical values of coefficients, except for frequency, for all six outputs, the amplitude of AC 
outliers in the bandwidth is different. The amplitude of outliers increases with distance from the normalized 




Figure 4. Attenuation characteristics of the bandpasses of the DCBF with quantized coefficients 
 
3.4. Analysis of the attenuation characteristic of FCF  with quantized frequency  coefficients with unit 
weights throughout the entire range of the normalized digital frequencies ]𝟎, 𝛑[ 
Let us consider the AC of FSF (1) under the condition m = 120, 𝑑𝑑 = 12, and all the weighting 
factors are 𝐴𝑘 = 1 (for  𝑘 =  1…  59), i.e. with the exception of frequencies 0 and π for the location of the 




Figure 5. Attenuation characteristics of the FSF with calculated coefficients 
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In Fig. 5 (Curve 1) the AC schedule runs at the interpolation nodes at the specified value - 0 dB. 
There are no AC outliers in the interpolation nodes. In Fig. 5 (Curve 2) shows AC of the FSF (1) under the 
condition m = 120, 𝑑𝑑= 12, all weights 𝐴𝑘 = 1 (with k = 1 ... 59) with quantized frequency coefficients. In 
Fig. 3 (Curve 2) it is clearly seen that in the working frequency range (x∈ [0; π]) the AC of filter has spikes at 
the interpolation nodes. The amplitude of the outliers increases as the frequencies of the interpolation nodes 
tend to 0 and π. 
Turning to Fig. 2 and Fig. 5 (Curve 2), it can be seen that the amplitude of the outliers of the AC in 
the working frequency range depends nonlinearly on the absolute value of the deviation of the quantized 
frequency coefficient - |∆𝑏1𝑘 | (Fig. 2). Nonlinearity is due to the functional dependence of the frequency 
coefficient on the digital frequency (2). 
Let’s perform an analysis of the functional dependence of the frequency factor - 𝑏1𝑘(𝑥𝑘). When the 





≈ 0.0524 rad. 
We calculate the difference between the frequency coefficients 𝑏1𝑘 with 𝑑𝑑 = 12, at the interpolation 
nodes k = 0 and 1: 
|𝑏10| − |𝑏11| ≈ 0.0027. 








Consequently, a change in the frequency coefficient from the interpolation node k = 0 (k = 0 
corresponds to frequency 0) to k = 1 by the value of 0.0027 results in a frequency change of 0.0524 rad., 
which corresponds to a relative change 19.1 times. Taking into account the symmetry property of the 
frequency characteristics with respect to π ⁄ 2, as the frequencies tend to the interpolation node k = 60 (k = 60 
corresponds to the frequency π), the same dependence is observed. 
   We perform calculations between the interpolation nodes from k = 29 to k = 30 (k = 30 corresponds 
to the frequency π ⁄ 2):     
|𝑏129| − |𝑏130| ≈ 0.1047. 








Consequently, a change in the frequency coefficient from the interpolation node k = 29 to k = 30 by 
the value of 0.1047 results in a frequency change of 0.0524 rad., which corresponds to a relative change of 
0.5 times. 
Based on the calculations performed, it can be concluded that the highest sensitivity of the quantized 
frequency coefficients is at frequencies tending to 0 and π. In these frequency areas of the interpolation 
nodes, a change in the 𝑏1𝑘 coefficient by a small amount during quantization corresponds to a larger 
increment of the resonance frequency than at frequencies close to 𝜋 2⁄ . As a result, the misregistration of the 
coordinates of zeroes and poles is greater, which entails a nonlinear increase in the amplitude of the outlier of 
the AC in the working frequency range. 
With strict limitations of digit capacity, outlier of the AC can be compensated by reducing the pole 
distance - r. In this case, there is a “blurring” of the extremes of singular points, which lowers the sensitivity 
of the frequency coefficients. The coefficient r is also called the attenuation coefficient. However, a decrease 
in the pole distance leads to a deterioration in the linearity of the phase-frequency response. Fig. 6 shows the 
AC of DCBF (4) with quantized coefficients, which is similar in the parameters of the AC DCBF (4) in Fig. 
4. The only difference is that the pole distance is reduced: 𝑟 = √1 − (2−12 × 12)
2




        a, dB 
 
Figure 6.   Attenuation characteristics of the bandpasses of the DCBF with quantized coefficients and a 
reduced pole distance 
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 It is known that the design (synthesis) of digital filters includes two main stages. The first is the 
approximation of specified requirements based on the use of discrete systems. The type of transfer function is 
selected, its order and the coefficients are calculated. The second is the realization of digital filters using 
arithmetic with limited accuracy. At this stage, the element base is selected and hardware-software realization 
of the digital filter is performed. 
To achieve a more efficient design of digital filters, we suggest taking into account the quantization 
errors of the coefficients at the approximation stage.  
The stage of accounting for the quantization errors of the transfer function coefficients (1) was 
successfully incorporated into the algorithm when developing a methodology for solving an approximate 
design problem for a DCBF based on FS. The results of the sensitivity survey of the frequency coefficients of 




In the transfer function (1) of filters based on frequency sampling, only the frequency coefficients 
𝑏1𝑘 of the resonators are highly sensitive to quantization. The quantization of the weights coefficients  𝐴𝑘, 
regardless of their calculated values, has no effect on the filter attenuation characteristic. Analysis of the 
functional dependence of the quantized deviations from the calculated frequency coefficients of the FSF in 
the working frequency range [0… 𝜋] at different bit widths shows that it is zero at the frequency 𝜋 2⁄   (at 
𝑚 4⁄   paired) and has no pronounced nonlinearity. The graph of the functional dependence under 
consideration is symmetric with respect to the frequency  𝜋 2⁄ .  
An analysis of the attenuation characteristics of the digital comb of bandpass filters based on the 
frequency sampling showed that quantizing the frequency coefficients of the transfer function results in 
distortions of the AC in the form of outliers at the interpolation nodes. By the bandwidths of the DCBF, the 
outlier amplitude is different. The amplitude of the outlier has a functional dependence in accordance with 
the trigonometric function of double cosine of frequency.  
The sensitivity of quantized frequency coefficients in the interpolation nodes is the highest at 
frequencies close to 0 and π, and the lowest at frequencies close to 𝜋 2⁄  of the working frequency range and 
has a symmetrical shape relative to the frequency  𝜋 2⁄ . When designing digital combs of bandpass filters by 
the FS method, the non-uniformity of the AC in the passbands should be estimated by the worst result at 
frequencies close to 0 and π. With strict limitations of digit capacity, the outliers of the AC can be 
compensated by reducing the pole distance - r. However, a decrease in the pole distance entails a 
deterioration in the linearity of the phase-frequency characteristic of the FSF. In such a situation, it is 
important to find a balanced solution that should take into account the type of signals being processed in 
terms of sensitivity to phase nonlinearity. If the requirements for frequency characteristics at the selected 
bitness cannot be fulfilled, the bitness should be increased. The effect of quantization errors of the 
coefficients on the frequency characteristics of a digital filter should be taken into account at the 
approximation stage, which increases the design efficiency of DCBF using the frequency sampling method. 
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